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Search.io is the world's first Instant AI search engine, a new 
type of search technology built on a technology called Neural 
Hashing, an innovation that completely rewrites the rules for 
how search technology should work. 


It makes AI search so performant it is actually faster than 
keyword search in many cases, yet still allows proper 
real-time data updates like a database, and also learns and 
improves itself over time. 


This whitepaper gives a background on the implications of 
this groundbreaking technology, as well as some background 
on how we got there. 
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Background
Search technology is in a time of radical change. Two big trends are underway

 Artificial intelligenc
 Speed 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is replacing the complex rules based language 
understanding that previously had underpinned search technology. Freely available 
AI models now understand dozens of languages better than any rules-based 
approaches can. Consequently the very high barrier to entry for new search 
technology has dropped away incredibly quickly. 


Smarter is good, but it has to be fast. Speed is everything to search. Slower queries 
are proven to hurt e-commerce transaction rates and reduce content engagement. 

 Bottlenecks are also more likely the 
longer queries take to process. Machines divide CPU time between all the inbound 
processes. To cope, search engines either need more compute power or must 
instead process the same queries faster. 


“Instant search” as a concept is defined as being so fast the human eye and brain 
cannot perceive the delay. This perception of instant is anything less than 
approximately ~0.05 seconds. Interestingly the AI and speed trends have tended to 
trade off against each other. Traditionally you can have intelligent AI driven search 
that is either slow and/or very expensive to run, or you can have fast instant search 
based on human written rules. But importantly until now you couldn’t have it both 
ways. Having AI and speed together is a game changer for search. 


Amazon showed every 100 msec delay loses 1% of revenue and Google showed a 
500 msec delay reduced engagement by 20%.

Search systems normally trade-off either speed and efficiency or intelligence. 

This was a fundamental limitation that Search.io has now solved. 
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Speed & efficiency

Making intelligent 
search faster is a 
core research area 
for major tech 
companies

Very difficult to 
make fast search 
more intelligent

Neural hashes 
eliminate this 
fundamental 
trade-off
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https://www.niels-ole.com/amazon/performance/2018/10/27/100ms-latency-1percent-revenue.html
https://www.niels-ole.com/amazon/performance/2018/10/27/100ms-latency-1percent-revenue.html


What is AI Search?
Search tech has to solve three key problems: filtering, ranking and performance. 

 Filtering takes a query and reduces the results down to those with potential relevance
 Ranking then does more complex calculations to optimally order the result set
 Both filtering and ranking must be done quickly and efficiently in order to scale cost-effectively

AI can be used for both the filtering and ranking steps. However these are for practical 
reasons completely different. Let’s break each of them down.


There are

AI for filtering


Filtering is typically where performance is critical. Finding potential results is all about 
trading off speed and accuracy. 


Prior to AI, search relied on keyword lookups much like the index in the back of a 
book. This is very fast but regularly misses items of relevance. Humans can write rules 
ad infinitum and there will still be endless accuracy issues. This is the standard of 
search today. 


However, AI for filtering has the opposite problem: it uses dense vectors (a 
mathematical approach to representing words) which encapsulate meaning of text 
very effectively, but at first glance there is no obvious subset of documents to target. 
Scanning all items is impractically slow and resource intensive. Finding all relevant 
items quickly requires new approaches. 


One example, Approximate Nearest Neighbors (ANN), is a hot research area dedicated 
to quickly targeting the right subset of vectors to fully evaluate. 

 with trade offs (recall, speed, mutability, require GPUs, etc).
 various 

different ANN approaches
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http://ann-benchmarks.com/
http://ann-benchmarks.com/
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ANN using  in 2 dimensions. The vector space is divided into regions to help quickly 
choose which vectors to fully evaluate. AI normally does this in 512, 768 or more dimensions. 

Annoy (by Spotify)
Image credit

The previous 2 dimensional vector space is represented as a tree. The goal here is to 
quickly find where to look Image credit

AI for filtering has shown vectors to be superior to keywords in regards to relevance, 
but ANN has not made vector based search efficient enough to be practical without 
trading off relevance and/or speed. 

https://github.com/spotify/annoy
https://sdjournal.org/annoy-approximate-nearest-neighbors-in-cpython/
https://sdjournal.org/annoy-approximate-nearest-neighbors-in-cpython/


AI for ranking 


Unlike for filtering where the AI models are off the shelf and freely available, AI ranking 
requires building your own AI models. This requires a) a LOT of training data and b) 
very smart and expensive engineers.


AirBnB had a team . It 
worked, but a team of AI researchers for two years is a multi-million dollar gamble 
that can only pay off for the largest of companies. 


AI models for ranking must be specifically tuned to each use case, which is less useful 
for a search platform like Search.io as we have many diverse customers. We focus on 
ranking with other techniques that can be applied broadly and with limited data such 
as reinforcement learning and vector correction.

spend two years adding neural re-ranking to their search

Taking AI search beyond vectors
Neural hashing is the biggest technological leap in search technology that you’ve most 
likely never heard of. Vectors work, but alone they aren’t practical enough 
performance wise to put a dent in existing technology. Neural hashing makes vector 
based search as fast as keyword search and this is done without the need for GPUs or 
specialized hardware! This means incredibly intelligent AI search can now be done 
even for instant search (as you type) with a cost-base in line with existing keyword 
search technology. 


But before going through how neural hashing works it’s important to run through how 
we got here.

Language is mathematics 


Expressing language as vectors was an amazing leap back in 2013 when a simple 
neural network called . It likely wasn’t the first, but the 
amazing possibilities were the first to captivate the world's engineering community 
and trigger a cascade of language vector innovations that continues to gain pace today.


Ironically many search companies still quote themselves as being artificially intelligent 
search (AI Search) simply because they use word2vec to create synonyms! Word2vec is 
amazingly just a few hundred lines of code that is not so difficult to understand, an 
elegant piece of history.

word2vec was published
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Vectors worked, there was no doubt they would change search technology for the 
better. ElasticSearch even took someone’s 

 and made it a paid XPack as they knew this was where search was 
going. It’s very slow from a performance standpoint though and thus people are 

 Lucene has  hierarchical navigable small-world 
(HNSW) for ANN calculations which will end up in ElasticSearch, 

HNSW is emerging as one of the tools of choice for ANN. It uses graphs to quickly 
navigate to the appropriate search space. The downside of graph based approaches 
are insertion and deletion. This approach still needs to compute vector similarity also 
(cosine, euclidean, etc) which is also very expensive compared to hash comparisons. 

community contribution adding dense 
vector capabilities

still 
debating how to potentially make it performant enough to work for the initial filtering 
phase in ElasticSearch. recently added

Open Distro also.


https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.09591.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1310.4546.pdf
https://discuss.elastic.co/t/vector-modules-going-apache-xpack-license-despite-community-help/197335
https://discuss.elastic.co/t/vector-modules-going-apache-xpack-license-despite-community-help/197335
https://medium.com/gsi-technology/scalable-semantic-vector-search-with-elasticsearch-e79f9145ba8e
https://medium.com/gsi-technology/scalable-semantic-vector-search-with-elasticsearch-e79f9145ba8e
https://medium.com/gsi-technology/scalable-semantic-vector-search-with-elasticsearch-e79f9145ba8e
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/LUCENE-9004
https://opendistro.github.io/for-elasticsearch/blog/odfe-updates/2020/04/Building-k-Nearest-Neighbor-(k-NN)-Similarity-Search-Engine-with-Elasticsearch/
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KING - MAN + WOMAN = QUEEN

QUEEN

KING

WOMAN

MAN

Word2Vec showed words represented as vectors could be added Image credit

AI models are now free


Aside from vectors working, pre-trained language models hit mainstream around 2018. 
Prior to that you mostly needed to train your own AI models (even if the code was 
open you would need a lot of data to make it work). Since 2018 we’ve seen 

 and other models generalise language 
like never before, even across multiple languages. Millions, billions and more recently 

 have been demonstrated.


Universal 
Sentence Encoder, Bert, XLNet, GPT, T5, Laser

models with trillions of parameters

The ability for these models to understand language is so good it is even 
 and models like GPT-3 are not publicly available 

as yet as they are considered too dangerous.


The leaps in language understanding are incredible and amazingly much of this is 
freely available today, but search engine technology has not taken advantage as the 
dense vector space model is computationally inefficient and the antithesis of the 
sparse approach underpinning why search indexes were created in the first place. Thus 
the practical side of AI driven search is not where it should be. The world is stuck with 
20 year old technology.

passing 
human comprehension in some tests

To beat cheap and simple rules based approaches, the solution has to be just 
as fast, just as cost effective and 10x smarter.

https://plaid.com/blog/making-sense-of-messy-data/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.11175.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.11175.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2101.03961.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gpt-3-ai-set-replace-humans-sahil-rikhy
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gpt-3-ai-set-replace-humans-sahil-rikhy


The Search.io Approach:

Neural Hashing 
Search.io has built a totally new AI engine using neural hashing at the core. Neural 
hashing is such a leap forward that it completely changes the way you think about AI. 
It is highly likely this will be a massive area of research for many years to come.


An example basic neural hashing data flow is shown below.

Above shows a basic neural hashing scheme, note that the model used for AI vectorization is 
completely interchangeable

Sometimes called “deep hashing” in honour of  (which 
infers neural networks with hidden layers of neurons are used), neural hashing 
basically uses neural networks to hash vectors. Specifically they compress the 
vectors into binary hashes, which have some very interesting characteristics:

“deep neural networks”

 Retain up to 99% of the vector information
 Use a fraction of the storage spac
 ~500x faster to calculate binary hash similarity than vector similarit
 Can be tweaked to reduce the volume of data scanned by over 90
 Don’t need graphs or trees and thus don’t have insertion or deletion issue
 Very fast on commodity hardware. No need GPUs or specialised chips
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning


AI models are now free


In practical terms this means AI understanding of language can be easily deployed in 
search technology. Ironically for many queries despite the massively improved 
relevance it is actually also faster than keyword search.


Neural hashing gives 99% the performance of dense vector search while being over 100x 
faster and using a fraction of the space!


There are 
but either way, AI search will not use vectors for the heavy lifting in the future.

suggestions binary hashes may even be able to skip the vectors altogether, 

Keywords + rules doesn’t scale


One of the barriers to replacing existing search tech has been the enormous amount 
of accumulated work in understanding language.  
lemmatization,  scoring  etc. The goal has been to turn text 
into sparse indexes that can accurately map to user queries. After decades of 
engineering in major search tech this basically still doesn’t work and needs to be 
heavily augmented by humans writing rules. Why does Amazon have over 1500 people 
on their search team? Again their success is proportional to human involvement. 

Stemming, stop words,
tokenization, (TFIDF, BM25),

Sparse posting lists map to keywords, this needs many rules to work Image credit

Above hints at the limitations of keyword approaches. If the engine is using AND 
strategy it needs to match all keywords, if it’s an OR it needs to match some of the 
keywords, both strategies are not ideal. To make things worse, if someone queried 
“puppy meal” this would match no results. To fix this in most systems requires some 
form of manual intervention, which is expensive and also does not scale well.


Vectors and hashes simply don’t need the same oversight as keyword based 
approaches. Subtle differences like “upright vacuum” vs “vertical vaccum” are easily 
interpreted as the same thing when using vectors. The latter uses “vertical” instead of 
“upright” and also misspells “vacuum” and it makes no difference to finding relevant 
results.
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https://flyvec.org/?neuronIndex=0&queryPhrase=Senate%2520majority%2520leader%2520discussed%2520the%2520issue%2520with%2520the%2520members%2520of%2520the%2520committee&showQueryResults=true
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stemming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop_word
https://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/html/htmledition/tokenization-1.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf%E2%80%93idf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Okapi_BM25
https://www.ronaldjamesgroup.com/article/grab-your-wine-its-time-to-demystify-ml-and-nlp
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Humans also do this without thinking, but these types of queries have been highly 
problematic for search technology. Traditionally this would need synonyms to be 
manually created for “vertical” to “upright” and some type of spelling or fuzzy 
matching to pick up the spelling issue (“cc” vs “uu”). With vectors and neural hashes 
this and many other corner cases simply just work out of the box. They don’t solve 
every issue, but they do solve most things and this is because the same errors and 
idiosyncrasies are part of how the models have been trained. If people make mistakes 
in real life, the AI models learn the true meaning of those common mistakes.

BestBuy stocks plenty of relevant products, but the search 
results are a fail, only one item, which is irrelevant
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Walmart also fails here. The misspelling is fixed, but the concept is lost

In contrast take a look at our test interface using neural hashing and adaptive 
correction below. The image below is searching the Best Buy dataset also, but does 
not use any keywords at all, just neural hashes. It easily infers the meaning.


This query takes less than 2 msec on a 2017 Macbook Pro!



Neural hashing search understands the query concept perfectly, no rules needed!

But that is just the start. How about a query such as “something to keep my beer 
cold”. Taking a look at Walmart we can see how this fails below. This is not even a 
close fail, it’s difficult to comprehend why any of these results are being shown. This is 
typical of broad match keyword search where the rules are causing unexpected 
consequences.
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Walmart results are way off. The keywords are highlighted showing why this is failing.

Running the same query on Best Buy fails also, but in this case there are no matching 
results even though they definitely sell both bar and wine fridges.
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BestBuy actually sells lots of relevant items, but keyword search is a fail here 

Most existing search technology fails on queries like these, but neural hashes 
understand what is being asked, but more importantly they understand without any 
rules or human configuration. 



Searching by concept is powerful. No language rules are needed, allowing complex queries to be easily handled

Voice based queries also work well. For example a query such as “coffee maker with 
the milk thingy”. This is also a likely fail for most search tech. Amazon does ok, but not 
great (see below), but the results give away it’s some kind of rules based “catch all” 
reprocessing done after the original query missed.
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Neural hashes don’t understand this perfectly either, but without any rules or human 
intervention they’re very close, see below. This is much better than Amazon and keep 
in mind it’s likely if there were more items in the BestBuy test set then the results 
would be even better.
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Only one result does not have a milk option and 4/7 explicitly 
have one, even if it is not mentioned in the product name.

This is incredibly powerful and useful in interesting ways. For non-ecommerce search 
this is an enticing prospect as it’s possible to search for the meaning within 
paragraphs of text. 


Overall clearly these innovations will greatly improve the quality of search.



Real-time AI search
Performance is a common theme when it comes to search and one area that is often 
overlooked is dealing with high velocity data. E-commerce in particular must be highly 
responsive to changes in inventory, price, etc, but this expectation is increasingly a 
common search requirement.


Techniques like neural hashes are revolutionary, but they need a real-time index more 
like a database to truly shine in today’s world. The reason is change amplification. A 
single byte change to a text field causes hundreds or even thousands of bytes to 
change in a vector or neural hash representation. Managing this differential has orders 
of magnitude more overhead than for keyword search.


Interestingly most of the most popular search technologies today such as 
ElasticSearch, Solr and other Lucene variants are actually built on immutable indexes.

In practice these solutions can at least appear close to real-time (their marketing 
teams may also make this claim) as the updates are cached in memory, but the cost is 
silently paid in other ways such as data loss, IO and CPU thrashing as changes need to 
rewrite out entire segments of the index to merge in new changes. 


The embedded ElasticSearch was at one point the top cause of Magento outages 
because of this. It’s not Elasticsearch’s fault though, e-commerce data velocity is just 
not a great use case for the underlying immutable indexes in Lucene.


This difference is subtle, but the impact is large. Many search technologies today 
surprisingly still only do daily updates overnight for this reason. The underlying 
technology is designed to create indexes, but not to update them.


AI search will exacerbate the underlying issues of immutable search technology. There 
are very few proper real time search indexes like Search.io and none that we are aware 
of that do real-time index record upserts.
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https://medium.com/dev-genius/understand-lucene-to-understand-elasticsearch-85037d5b7577


Adaptive correction
Despite the enormous leaps and bounds from neural hashing, AI search models will 
need to be tweaked. Adaptive correction is a fast, easy, and computationally 
inexpensive way to iteratively improve results over time. 

Centroid 
vector

of products 
purchased

Query Vector

Learning 
correction

Correction pulls query vectors towards product vectors that we know are good results for this query.

Pre-trained models as mentioned above have dramatically increased the access to 
highly accurate multilingual language models that can be productionised extremely 
quickly. While they capture generalised meaning well, they often lack application 
specific context. The common thinking here is that the pre-trained model needs “fine 
tuning”, but this has some drawbacks as outlined below.


Fine tuning AI models requires highly skilled engineers ($$$). Assuming you have 
access to the right people you can generate a new model and it will hopefully perform 
better, at least initially, but as time goes on you will need to retrain. This process 
needs data capture, training, testing, monitoring and deployments, it’s very expensive. 


The other thing to consider here is that fine tuning basically means your starting point 
is now different to everyone else. If a better generalised model is released you will 
need to start the fine tuning over as you can no longer just swap the model out.
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In practice, adaptive correction is pretty impressive. Vectors can be added and 
subtracted so it’s trivial to bend the context of queries based on past query successes 
and failures. An example below shows a query for “printer ink” searching through a 
Best Buy product set using a popular generalised AI model out of the box, then the 
same model prediction using AI learning correction.

The image on the left shows the closest products to the AI model representation of “printer ink”, which 
are pretty good, but mix in some actual printers also. The image on the right shows what happens when 

we allow past sales to adapt this meaning for ecommerce. The results are now all printer ink.

No doubt the correction worked here. We could actually swap out the AI model for 
another and it would still work out fine because we’ve seen a lot of similar queries to 
this and hence we’ve learnt how to correct the context more towards the products the 
customers are looking for. 


Another advantage here is that the corrections themselves are generalised. If we have 
two e-commerce customers that both sell printer ink, the corrections for related 
queries will be similar even if their product catalogs have zero overlap!

Corrections allow AI learning to be shared between customers 
mathematically without leaking any actual information. This makes 
search collectively better for everyone!

Corrections generalise learnings and allow the underlying AI models to be updated or 
swapped out completely. This separation of the underlying generalised model from the 
application specific context allows both to move independently, which is a huge 
advantage to business from a cost and time perspective. 
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Conclusion

About Search.io

Widespread availability of AI models has shown high potential, but until now has not 
been practical as the computational overhead was too high and the adaption of 
generalised models to specialised use cases required highly specialised engineers and 
data scientists. 


Search technology is clearly at an inflection point. Neural hashing makes highly 
intelligent AI search fast and cost-effective at scale. Adaptive correction enables 
generic models to be quickly tailored to specialised use cases without the need for any 
custom AI model training. Not only do these innovations get better outcomes with 100x 
less effort, they also can learn and improve themselves. And all of this is done in real-
time. 


Instant, self-learning AI search has landed. 


Search.io is re-engineering search to give any team the tools to create intelligent 
search applications in minutes. Search.io is an AI-powered search and product 
discovery platform that helps organisations maximize transactions and conversion 
rates through outcome focused, real-time search result optimization. The company is 
based in Sydney and San Francisco.


Contact us for more details or a demo:


hello@search.io
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